
While the spotlight is on eCommerce during Singles’ Day, 
several brands with offline resources still adopt this full

-
funnel

marketing model, surfing on the hot topic of “Double 11” to 
attract public domain traffic, using the brand as the core and 
creating an online/offline link to enable a seamless journey 
across the consumer journey for increased sales conversion 
and new customer asset acquisition.  

On November 1st, China enforced its Personal Information 
Protection Law, imposing restrictions on brands’ access to 
individual consumer data through major eCommerce 
platforms and how they can use it. In this context, it is 
primordial for brands to focus on designing engaging brand 
experiences along the user journey to ensure they can 
continue to collect user data in a legal way.

Having a deep understanding of Tmall and JD.com’s tactics is 
no longer enough; brands now also need to assess how to 
leverage content and social platforms in a meaningful way to 
consistently stand out from competition, year after year.

As existing siloes progressively disappear, brands should seize 
this opportunity to build cross-channel funnels across all these 
different platforms.

New Approach | 
Upgrading the Brand Experience to 
Better Reach Consumers in the New Era

Using Singles’ Day as an opportunity to bring 
new upgrades to the brand experience.

Multi-Dimensional 
Transformation

Comprehensive 
Experience

Tactics Business Model

Discover new business 
opportunities, create new 

relationship between consumer 
demand and supply chain, and 
bring new business behaviors
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Brand impression, full-funnel
experience, perceived price 
fairness, brand<>consumer 

recognition

USER CONSIDERATIONSBRAND CORE DRIVERS

Visual design, 
marketing tactics

Sustainable value connection 
and business ecosystem design

Moment Experience
Managing consumer 

expectations and creating 
memorable moments

Consumer-Brand 
interaction planning

Brands use different platforms to cover the full
spectrum of the consumer journey and strive to 
establish the shortest conversion path possible.

Brand Multi-Platform Marketing Ecosystem Layout

New Policy Trends |
The Intersection of Brand 
Centralization x Platform Diversification
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This year, updates to the national anti-monopoly guidelines 
allowed merchants expand their presence across multiple 
platforms, while the call for greater platform interconnectivity 
enabled mutual access to traffic pools. 

As a result, brands have become less reliant on the traditional 
eCommerce behemoths, establishing instead multi-platform 
and omni-channel ecosystems with a combination of public 
and private domain marketing strategies. 

Retailers designed their ecosystem based on target 
consumers’ online browsing preferences to ensure the 
shortest conversion path possible and achieve "moment-
based" consumption.

New Logic |
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At the core of the full-funnel marketing model is the 
idea of “continuous personalized experience for 
every customer” : integrating brands’ target 
consumers’ fragmented touchpoint interactions into 
a full-funnel experience to promote sales, increase 
repurchase rates and encourage word-of-mouth.

We have seen large brands gradually establish cross-platform 
user connection mechanisms as they navigate the new open 
multi-platform landscape by: 

> Linking public domains and brand private domains 
through a two-way/multi-directional system to drive 
traffic and building a closed loop user experience to 
achieve predominantly private domain operations and 
moment-based sales conversion.

Full-Funnel Marketing Models Propel a New 
Logic for Growth, Building Long -Term Brand 
‘Loyalists’ Assets
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Public domain 
traffic generation

Increase individual 
user value business 
model design

Building member 
communities

Building Member 
Communities
Create a membership 
community, fostering 
a sense of belonging 
and an emotional 
connection between 
the brand and 
members to quench 
the young 
generation’s thirst for 
social interaction.

User Growth System
Use membership
programs (tasks and 
rewards systems) to 
promote the creation
of both structural and 
transactional
connections between 
brands and 
consumers for long-
term interaction and 
communication.

Personalized 
Experience
Through personalized 
content, customer
service,
communications and 
exclusive services, 
promote the 
establishment of both
functional and 
emotional 
connections between 
brands and 
consumers to 
establish long-term 
trust.

Product-Related 
Service
Increase product 
value through periodic 
value-added services 
offers to establish a 
long-term, interactive 
connection with 
customers while 
timely responding to 
user needs based on 
their behavior.

Product Bundles
Based on individual 
consumer needs, 
provide personalized 
product bundle 
options that can 
create cross-selling 
opportunities.

Service Packages
Based on individual 
consumer needs, 
provide personalized 
service packages to 
improve user 
satisfaction and 
generate in-depth 
interactions with the 
brand.

Social Value
Word-of-mouth 
recommendations to 
attract new customer 
traffic.

Consumer to
Manufacturing 
(C2M)
Content and 
product co-
creation to gain 
new market value.

Livestreaming
Use “super hosts” to 
quickly acquire seed 
users through 
customer groups and 
fan groups.

Content Seeding
Use KOL, KOC and 
authoritative in-
house content to 
attract potential 
customers and 
establish brand 
awareness.

Private Domain 
traffic Incubation

Active Regular Users

Referrals From 
Regular Users

Group Management

B2C2C (Business  
to Consumer to 
Consumer)

Unlocking Customer 
Added Value

New Catalyst | 
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As competition to attract new customers keeps getting fiercer 
and costs getting higher, the proportion of new customers as 
part of the overall customer base has been on the decline, 
making customer membership an even more crucial component 
of consumer management today. 

Omni-Channel Membership Experience 
Becomes a New Brand Growth Engine

New Future |
Tech-Based Experiences Empower Brand 
Marketing, With the Metaverse Offering 
a Glimpse Into Tomorrow’s Possibilities
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AYAYI - China’s first ultra-realistic digital person -
was also invited to become the digital leader of the 
Tmall Super Brand Day mega sale, as well as the 
curator for a one-of-a-kind digital exhibition in 
collaboration with top consumer brands including 
Burberry, Procter & Gamble and Alienware. 

8 virtual artwork collections were created, with the 
opportunity for purchasing consumers to get their 
hands on some of the pieces in real-life through 
lucky draws and giveaways.

The metaverse has taken the industry by storm over the past 
few weeks and was also part of the 2021 Singles’ Day 
conversation. At the end of October, Tmall Super Brand Day 
saw 9 brands design virtual instruments in the metaverse 
based on their respective iconic products to create this year’s 
Singles’ Day shopping festival’s opening show.

Each NFT features a different mascot, representing 
JD.com’s mascot key business sectors; retail, tech, 
logistics, health, finance and smart cities. Users can 
collect the full 7-piece set by inviting their friends to 
register for the event.

Brand Behavior
Provide a unique brand experience, 
seize consumers' minds in the 
virtual world, whilst demonstrating 
the brand's forward-looking and 
pioneering spirit

Future Market
Reaching the next consumption 
powerhouses  - Gen Z and Gen A

Lifestyle
Consumers' up-and-coming 
entertainment and digital lifestyles

Personalized Experience
Personalized, tailor-made, 
exclusive private experience

4 MAJOR 
CHANGES
TO EXPECT

JD.com announced that it would release a special NFT series 
for its annual JD Discovery conference on November 22. 
Minted on its proprietary blockchain platform, the seven 
limited-edition NFTs will be distributed for free to all 
conference attendees. 

The integration of the virtual world and the real world will be 
one of the biggest trends to watch in coming months. The 
rising interest in the metaverse concept paints a clear picture 
of the future of the Internet and is set to usher in new trends 
for platform and brand marketing. 

Brands will have to reimagine the way they interact with 
consumers in this new, multi-dimensional space where 
touchpoints will become even more scattered and diverse.

Conclusion
New experience approach, new policy trends, new growth logic, 
new brand growth engine, new future-forward tech innovations...

With all the new, marketers are faced with the change vs constancy 
dilemma - is change needed? How much needs to change? And 
how do we implement those changes in an optimal way?

Brands have to solve a tricky formula that involves changing some 
of their established eCommerce tactics whilst keeping what makes 
their brand unique and the fundamentals that have enabled 
sustained brand success in the past.

For both cutting-edge, digital-born players and well-established, 
heritage labels, Singles’ Day is a wonderful time to not only 
strengthen and consolidate their basic eCommerce operational 
capabilities, but also assess the comprehensive strength of their 
brand.

In a complex and rapidly-changing market environment with 
increased competition on traditional, social and content platforms, 
and the interoperability enabled by the dismantling of the so-called 
‘walled gardens’, the future is full of possibilities for brands who 
swiftly adapt to navigate this new eCommerce era. 

Think of Double 11 as an opportunity to go back to the essence of 
your brand and cultivate a comprehensive full-funnel strategic 
thinking to keep up with the pace of market trend changes, maintain 
competitive advantage and achieve long-lasting growth.
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2021
SINGLES’ DAY
INSIGHTS

In The New Consumer Era

Once a tongue-in-cheek celebration for the 
uncoupled, Singles’ Day has over the past 12 
years evolved into a true social phenomenon 
with refined commercial mechanisms. With 
multi-platform competition, multi-content 
co-creation and multi-technology applications, 
this year more than ever, the event has 
become a competitive battlefield for brands 
and a litmus test for retailers and their ability to 
stand out in the new consumer era.

Below, we look at 5 key trends and 
observations from this year’s festival.  


